Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation

§ 4022.104

the time of your death, such as a correction for monthly underpayments.
§ 4022.102 What definitions do I need
to know for these rules?
You need to know three definitions
from § 4001.2 of this chapter (PBGC, person, and plan) and the following definitions:
‘‘We’’ means the PBGC.
‘‘You’’ means the person who might
die—
(1) Without having received all required payments for future periods
under a form of annuity promising
that, regardless of a participant’s
death, there will be annuity payments
for a certain period of time (e.g., a certain-and-continuous annuity) or until a
certain amount is paid (e.g., a cash-refund annuity or installment-refund annuity); and
(2) Without a surviving beneficiary
designated to receive the payments described in paragraph (1) of this definition.
§ 4022.103 Who will get benefits if I die
when payments for future periods
under a certain-and-continuous or
similar annuity are owed upon my
death?
If you die at a time when payments
are owed for future periods under a
form of annuity promising that, regardless of a participant’s death, there
will be annuity payments for a certain
period of time (e.g., a certain-and-continuous annuity) or until a certain
amount is paid (e.g., a cash-refund annuity or installment-refund annuity),
and there is no surviving beneficiary
designated to receive such payments,
we will pay the remaining payments to
the person determined under the rules
in § 4022.93.
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§ 4022.104 Examples.
The following examples show how the
rules in §§ 4022.101 through 4022.103 and
4022.91 through 4022.94 apply in the case
of a certain-and-continuous annuity.
(a) C&C annuity with no underpayment. At
the time of his death, Charlie was receiving
payments (in the correct amount) under a 5year certain-and-continuous annuity. Charlie designated Ellen to receive any payments
we might owe for periods after his death (but
did not designate an alternate beneficiary to
receive those payments in case Ellen died be-

fore him). Charlie died with three years of
payments remaining.
(1) Example 1: where surviving beneficiary
predeceases participant. Ellen died before
Charlie. As explained in §§ 4022.103 and
4022.93, we would pay the remaining three
years of payments to the person(s) surviving
Charlie in the following order: spouse, children, parents, estate and next of kin.
(2) Example 2: where surviving beneficiary
dies during certain period. Ellen survived
Charlie and lived another year. We pay Ellen
one year of payments. As explained in
§§ 4022.103 and 4022.93, we would pay the remaining two years of payments to the person
Ellen designated to receive any payments we
might owe for periods after Ellen’s death. If
Ellen did not designate anyone to receive
those payments or her designee died before
her, we would pay the remaining year of payments to the person(s) surviving Ellen in the
following order: spouse, children, parents, estate, next of kin.
(b) C&C annuity with underpayment. At the
time of his death, Charlie was receiving payments under a 5-year certain-and-continuous
annuity. Charlie designated Ellen to receive
any payments we might owe for periods after
his death. We underpaid Charlie for periods
before his death. At the time of his death, we
owed Charlie a back payment to reimburse
him for those underpayments.
(1) Example 3: where participant dies during
certain period. Charlie died with three years
of payments remaining. Ellen survived Charlie and lived at least another three years. We
pay Ellen the remaining three years of payments. As explained in § 4022.91(b), because
Ellen is entitled to survivor benefits under
the certain-and-continuous annuity, we
would pay Ellen the back payment for the
underpayments to Charlie (and for any underpayments to Ellen).
(2) Example 4: where participant and surviving beneficiary die during certain period.
Charlie died with three years of payments remaining. Ellen survived Charlie and lived another year. We paid Ellen one year of payments. Ellen designated Jean to receive any
payments we might owe for periods after
Ellen’s death. Jean survived Ellen and lives
at least another two years. We pay Jean the
remaining two years of payments. As explained in § 4022.91(b), because Jean is entitled to survivor benefits under the certainand-continuous annuity, we would pay Jean
the back payment for the underpayments to
Charlie (and for any underpayments to
Ellen).
(3) Example 5: where participant dies after
certain period. Charlie died after receiving
seven years of payments. As explained in
§§ 4022.91(b) and 4022.93, because benefits do
not continue after Charlie’s death under the
certain-and-continuous annuity, we would
pay the back payment to the person(s) Charlie designated to receive any payments we
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